Resolution: Adoption of the CFMS Position Creation Policy

WHEREAS the CFMS is a federation that seeks to represents more than 8000 medical students across the country;

WHEREAS the CFMS governance structure includes a Board of Directors and National Officers to guide its representative and strategic goals;

WHEREAS new Board and National Officer positions are frequently proposed to support the organization's growth and strategic direction;

WHEREAS there is a need for a formal and transparent process to evaluate proposed positions;

WHEREAS the CFMS Position Creation Policy outlines such a process and considerations relevant to said process;

BIRT the CFMS General Assembly adopt the proposed CFMS Position Creation Policy as described in the provided Policy document;

Financial Cost: $0

Level of effort: Continuous on behalf of the Board when evaluating new positions.

Moved by: Henry Li, President-Elect and Governance Committee Vice Chair, 2019-2020

Seconded by: Stephanie Smith, Past President and Governance Committee Chair, 2019-2020